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The Biden administration states that the U.S. “has no ongoing military activities that rely solely on the 2002 ... was faced with imminent repeal—the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution nearly 50 years ago. The ...
Repealing the ‘Zombie’ Iraq AUMF(s): A Clear Win for Constitutional Hygiene but Unlikely to End Forever Wars
Alarmingly, there are a number of studies that estimate that 30% to 40% of a managers daily activities are devoted to ... address the day-to-day cumulative costs of conflict, nor do they offer an ...
Conflict Management Systems: A Methodology for Addressing the Cost of Conflict in the Workplace
2009 Conflict Resolution Day Activities Conflict Resolution Day was a success again this year with more than 50 events held in the United States, Canada and abroad. New this year was a poetry contest ...
ACR Commercial Section
The apparent takeover of the Iraqi Patriotic Union of Kurdistan party by Baffel Talabani is more family affair than policy dispute.
Talabani family feud at center of power struggle in Iraqi Kurdistan party
Adversarial nations use Confidence-Building Measures (CBMs) as a tool for conflict resolution to foster trust by producing credible evidence ...
Confidence-Building Measures and Norm Diffusion in South Asia
Members of the newly elected ZT FFA Officer team enjoyed their summer retreat on Tuesday, July 6th. To kick off the day students learned how to build their professional networks and develop successful ...
ZT FFA Officers Learn, Lead and Serve During 2021 Retreat
As the chief executive officer of Girl Scouts of Eastern South Carolina, I know that Girl Scouts is the best leadership development organization in the world for girls.
GUEST COLUMN: Girls Scouts develops female leaders with help from United Way
Upon return to Prishtina, students work in Kosovo’s ‘living laboratory’ of history in the heart of the Balkans to explore the origin and resolution of armed conflict ... Several of his research ...
Peace and Conflict Summer Program
Students on Wednesday said they’d take a bag of ring pops, dumbbells, cell phones, and pictures of loved ones with them to Mars. Organizers of the science, technology, engineering, and ...
ACC hosts space-inspired program for kids
The new vehicles, in partnership with Argo AI, a Philadelphia-based autonomous vehicle startup, will include major upgrades from advanced Lidar technology and high resolution cameras. Blink ...
The Future Of Transportation: EV Stocks Could Fly This Summer
Multinational corporations (MNCs) are now active in at least 70 countries rated at “medium” to “extreme” risk, and more than $150 billion is invested in 50 countries ... government engagement in ...
Risky Business: Geopolitics and the Global Corporation
One such was a three-day mediation effort that helped resolve a 50 ... resolution regulating water distribution rights. Facilitated by UNAMA in close coordination with the Nangarhar Conflict ...
Grassroots efforts for Afghan peace continue
‘The entire SSR process will therefore include women-specific activities ... of women in the prevention and resolution of conflicts, peace negotiations, peace-building, peacekeeping, humanitarian ...
Spotlight on women's role in ensuring peace and security
Daniel Hale exposed the widespread murder of civilians in the drone war. But do Americans really want to know?
A "traitor" to the American death machine faces years in prison — while the killing goes on
Dharamshala: His Holiness the Great 14th Dalai Lama, was born at Taktser, a small hamlet in Amdo Province's Kumbum region on 6 July 1935 to Choekyong Tsering and Dickyi Tsering. Raised under the ...
Statement of the Kashag on the 86th Birth Anniversary of His Holiness the Dalai Lama
The U.S. was not one of the over 50 UN member ... The resolution creating the commission strongly implies that only Israel is to blame for harm done during the Gaza conflict.
How Congress can fight Hamas's use of human shields
“More than 50 of Afghanistan’s 370 districts have ... Lyons said, however, “the drivers of conflict seem for now to overwhelm” hoped-for negotiations. “For the Taliban to continue ...
UN urges world to push Afghanistan from battlefield to talks
Adani Ports and Special Economic Zone Ltd has been excluded from investment by Norway's largest pension fund, KLP and the KLP Funds with effect from June 2021. This due diligence-based divestment has ...
Adani Ports excluded by Norway's largest pension fund for biz links with Myanmar military
The US expressed “grave” concerns about “detention of opposition politicians, harassment of independent media, partisan activities ... during an ongoing conflict in Tigray.
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